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Contextualizing Period 4

Learning Objective 4.A: Explain the context in which the republic developed from 1800 to 1848.

New Democratic Society
KC-4.1: The United States began to develop a modern democracy and celebrated a new national culture, while Americans sought to
define the nation’s democratic ideals and change their society and institutions to match them.

● Victory of _______________________________________ in 1800 brought along sense of greater degree of democracy
● Federalist Party had been more _______________________________________

● New Era of _______________________________________ begins with the end of War of 1812
● The _______________________________________ of the 1820s also stressed the importance of the common man

Expansion of Su�rage
KC-4.1.I: The nation’s transition to a more participatory democracy was achieved by expanding su�rage from a system based on
property ownership to one based on voting by all adult white men, and it was accompanied by the growth of political parties.

● Voting rights expanded to include all _______________________________________ without property requirements
● _______________________________________  split from Democratic-Republicans symbolized shift towards greater Democracy
● _______________________________________ arises in in 1820s to counter Jackson’s policies

Distinctive Cultures
KC-4.1.II: While Americans embraced a new national culture, various groups developed distinctive cultures of their own.

● National culture reflected pride in the growing country - seen in _______________________________________ and
_______________________________________

● Regional cultures largely a�ected by _______________________________________ and _______________________________________
● Northern states begin to focus more on _______________________________________, southern states continue in agriculture

● Shapes their views on government
● _______________________________________ questions pre established ideas of society, argue for America to forge a new path

Religious and Reform Movements
KC-4.1.III: Increasing numbers of Americans, many inspired by new religious and intellectual movements, worked primarily outside of
government institutions to advance their ideals.

● _______________________________________ took place through first half of 19th c.
● Similar to first, religious revivals which reinvigorated some old beliefs and brought new denominations- Millennialism,

_______________________________________
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● Inspired reform movement in 19th c.

E�ects of New Technology on Regional Identity
KC-4.2: Innovations in technology, agriculture, and commerce powerfully accelerated the American economy, precipitating profound
changes to U.S. society and to national and regional identities.

● The _______________________________________, _______________________________________, and _______________________________________ made
agriculture more e�cient, increasing exports

● _______________________________________ adopted in North
● Regional identities of industrial north and agrarian south become solidified

E�ects of New Technology on the Economy
KC-4.2.I: New transportation systems and technologies dramatically expanded manufacturing and agricultural production.

● Roads, _______________________________________ and _______________________________________ begin to revolutionize transportation
● Allows for faster shipment of goods, increase in economy
● _______________________________________ more prominent in the north and not yet standardized
● _______________________________________ allows for faster communication

E�ects of the Market Revolution
KC-4.2.II: The changes caused by the market revolution had significant e�ects on U.S. society, workers’ lives, and gender and family
relations.

● Factory system at first excluded _______________________________________ - continued to have domestic role
● Later used in factories, paid less than men

● Rise of wage labor followed by rise of workers’ organizations and _______________________________________
● Large unions will become established in period 5

Development of New Regions
KC-4.2.III: Economic development shaped settlement and trade patterns, helping to unify the nation while also encouraging the growth
of di�erent regions.

● Cotton growers in the south become _______________________________________ with Textile factories in the north
● New technologies help grow settlements in western territories

Foreign Policy
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KC-4.3: The U.S. interest in increasing foreign trade and expanding its national borders shaped the nation’s foreign policy and spurred
government and private initiatives.

● Border expansion:
● Louisiana Purchase (__________), Spanish Florida, (__________), Texas (__________), Oregon Territory (__________), California

(__________)

Foreign Policy
KC-4.3.I: Struggling to create an independent global presence, the United States sought to claim territory throughout the North
American continent and promote foreign trade.

● Louisiana Purchase completed in 1803, _______________________________________ size of U.S.
● Purchased from France

● Control of the Mississippi river and _______________________________________ created stability in the economy
● _______________________________________ attempted to keep European powers out of Western Hemisphere

Expansion of into the West and Slavery
KC-4.3.II: The United States’ acquisition of lands in the West gave rise to contests over the extension of slavery into new territories.

● The question over slavery’s expansion would arise with addition of new states
● Attempts at keeping _______________________________________ and _______________________________________ even
● _______________________________________ (1820) sets precedents to be followed until 1850
● Abolitionist literature like _____________________________________________  spread throughout, threatened southern states

Recap

● New democratic identity developed through the expansion of voting rights
● Nationalism seen in new American culture through art and literature
● A Second Great Awakening brought about new religious denominations and a reform movement
● New technology expanded transportation, communication and the economy
● The new technology reinforces old gender norms and gives rise to labor organizations
● America expands to near-current borders - had to be done through foreign policy
● Slavery question persists and caused tension with expansion
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Part II

Short Answer Questions

Answer the following in AT LEAST three sentences.

1. Explain the context in which the republic developed from 1800 to 1848.
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Secondary Source Document Analysis

Read the essay and fill in the chart below. Identify one claim for each subsection of the essay and provide a piece of evidence that
corresponds to the claim.

Title:

Author:

Historical Period and Topic:

Thesis:

Claims Evidence

Identify an alternative viewpoint to the author’s thesis.

Does the author address this viewpoint by refuting or conceding to it?
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Making (White Male) Democracy: Su�rage Expansion in the United States from the Revolution to the Civil War

By: Stuart M. Blumin

Retrieved from: https://www.gilderlehrman.org/history-resources/essays/early-republic

There is perhaps no theme more central to our traditional understanding of American history than the expansion of democracy. And in that long
story of democratization we habitually regard as our peculiar contribution to the world, nothing is more central than the extension of the right to
vote—from the propertied to the poor, from men to women, from European-descended whites to people of all origins and shades of skin. This is a
story we delight in telling, for it is easily understood as a key element in the advance from monarchy to self-rule, and in the realization and
preservation of personal liberty—the things we take to be the principal validations of our history as a nation.

"Stump Speaking" by George C. Bingham, 1856 (The Gilder Lehrman Institute, GLC04075)

In telling this story, historians of su�rage expansion remind us of the complexities, the struggles,
and the frequent setbacks that complicate what might otherwise seem a straightforward—and
inevitable—triumph of democracy. Particularly in the period following the one described here—the
late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century struggle for women’s su�rage, and the still longer
battle for safe and certain ballot access for African Americans (still uncertain, more than a century
and a half after the adoption of the Fifteenth Amendment to the Constitution)—gaining the right to
vote was and continues to be a long and di�cult process, teaching us that Martin Luther King’s
“arc of history” can still bend backward as well as forward. The expansion of white male su�rage in
the generations following the American Revolution was less fraught with resistance and
disappointments, but here too are complications to the narrative of simple democratic triumph.

The baseline of this part of the story can be set in the years just before the American Revolution, when all but one of the North American British
colonies maintained an age-old system restricting the vote (for all but some local elections) to property-owning men. The assumption that
underlay this system was that voting could be entrusted only to those who had a tangible stake in their society, and in an agricultural and
paternalistic world this meant, primarily, those men who owned freehold estates above a certain acreage or assessed value. Seven of the thirteen
colonies adhered to the letter of this tradition, while five, recognizing the growing populations of their towns, counted other forms of property.
South Carolina, while maintaining a fifty-acre freehold qualification, extended the franchise to less-propertied men who paid taxes of at least
twenty shillings.

These systems were rarely contested, largely because enfranchisement was commensurate with a fairly widespread ownership of property in all
the colonies. But significant minorities of men did not qualify for the vote, and the Revolution soon brought new impulses to bear on the
legitimacy of long-standing restrictions. Apart from the ringing assertion in the Declaration of Independence that “all men are created equal,” the
exigencies of the Revolution created new forms of public participation by less-propertied and even propertyless men. Revolutionary leaders
understood that to win the struggle for independence ordinary people had to be mobilized, not merely as cannon fodder, but also as active,
expressive citizens. Some served on local Committees of Safety and Correspondence; many more served on various ad hoccommittees and raised
their voices at popular rallies that were especially common in the port towns. Many unpropertied militiamen gained the right to elect their own
o�cers, and in the process developed a feisty sense of democratic entitlement that easily carried over to civilian life.

During and after the Revolution, in response to these new forces, most of the thirteen newly empowered states made at least modest changes to
their electoral systems, expanding in varying degrees the proportions of men who were entitled to vote. Georgia joined South Carolina in adding a
taxpayer option to its property qualification, while Pennsylvania, New Hampshire, and North Carolina abandoned property qualifications for at
least lower-house elections—a quite radical step in its time—in favor of a franchise based entirely on fairly low levels of taxation. According to
historians’ estimates, qualifying taxpayers amounted to some 90 percent of adult white males in these states. At least four other states,

https://www.gilderlehrman.org/history-resources/essays/early-republic
https://www.gilderlehrman.org/sites/default/files/GLC04075cr.jpg
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meanwhile, lowered property thresholds, raising the eligible voting population by lesser numbers.

In the first decades of the growing republic it was, however, the newer states, less constrained by su�rage traditions, that made the most striking
movements toward a more inclusive electorate. The first new state beyond the original thirteen, Vermont, brought universal manhood su�rage
into the Union in 1791, and Kentucky followed a year later, although it soon amended its system to limit the franchise to whites. Of the first
eleven new states, from Vermont to Missouri, eight had no economic-based su�rage qualifications, and two (Ohio and Mississippi) had a very low
taxpaying requirement that excluded few white male voters. Only Louisiana maintained a taxpaying threshold high enough to disqualify half or
more of the white male population. And Louisiana was a special case, in which a still-powerful Creole population answered the challenge of an
incoming horde of Anglo-American white settlers, in part by limiting their votes.

It would appear, then, that in the nation as a whole the most significant progress toward a more inclusive white male su�rage occurred in the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, well before the Jacksonian presidency that remains to many the pivotal era of democratic expansion in
the United States. The Jacksonian era and its immediate aftermath experienced striking changes in political party organization and popular
campaigning, both of which promoted the ethos, if not the reality, of democratic self-rule. But if these things related to su�rage expansion it was
more as a consequence than a cause. Even by the beginning of the century, as we have seen, many states, original and new, had expanded the
adult male franchise in notable ways. Historians’ estimates of these changes vary, but the most recent ones suggest that as many as 80 percent
of adult white males were eligible to vote in the nation as a whole in 1800. And in those original states that had been most reluctant to expand
the franchise before that date, the surrender or weakening of economic-based voter qualifications did occur, often well before and, curiously, well
after, Andrew Jackson occupied the White House. Maryland surrendered its property qualification in 1802, while four states (New Jersey,
Connecticut, Massachusetts, and New York, in that order) switched from a property to a more generous taxpaying qualification by 1821. Rhode
Island and Virginia finally eliminated their property qualifications in 1842 and 1850, while New Jersey, Connecticut, Ohio, and a now
Anglo-infused Louisiana adopted white manhood su�rage between 1844 and 1851. On the eve of the Civil War a handful of states retained a
taxpayer qualification, but it is fair to conclude that a near-universal white manhood su�rage had been achieved in the United States.

Detail from a broadside calling on Americans to "fly to the polls," ca. 1808 (The Gilder Lehrman Institute, GLC07703)
Three important points must be made about this seemingly relentless march toward a broader, more democratic electorate. One is that su�rage
expansion in this era was compromised by specific limitations and even by contractions. In many places, even as economic qualifications receded,

other limits to voting were preserved or sti�ened. Paupers were
often denied the vote, as were felons, and residency requirements
were frequently increased, especially where foreign immigration
threatened to reshape the electorate. More strikingly, as more
white males gained the vote, others actually lost it. Women had

possessed the right to vote in only one state, New Jersey, but they lost that right in 1807, when the state restricted the franchise to men. The
same thing happened to black voters in a number of states. During the years of property qualifications in New York and other states, a small
number of property-owning African Americans cast legal votes. But as economic qualifications were lowered or removed, larger numbers of black
men stood to gain the vote along with previously disenfranchised whites. So state legislators and convention delegates remembered, not always
at first, to confine the franchise explicitly to white men. This happened in New York, where an 1821 constitutional convention expanded voting
eligibility without addressing race—an oversight corrected in 1826 by an amendment that eliminated voting by all African Americans.

Second, and in striking contrast to the later movements for women’s su�rage and black voting rights, the expansion of the white male electorate
was not driven by organized or grass-roots popular protest. In many cases it resulted from the perception by political party strategists that a
broadened franchise would enhance that party’s fortunes in future elections. In others, delegates to state constitutional conventions called to
address other pressing issues addressed franchise expansion as a secondary matter. The issue could often be more technical than ideological,
especially in those states where a growing urban population and multigenerational subdivisions of family farms were disenfranchising too many
voters who now failed to satisfy the old provisions. What looked like democratic expansion of the su�rage could really be little more than a means
of keeping up with economic and demographic change. When that 1821 New York convention abandoned the exclusive freehold qualification for
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voting, the newspapers of the state hardly commented on this epochal act.

This leads, finally, to a third point. The seemingly radical su�rage expansion of the years between the Revolution and the Civil War did not, in fact,
greatly expand an already fairly broad (white male) American electorate. It often had as much to do with maintenance as with growth. And when
a new law or constitution did expand the su�rage, it did not always, or even generally, lead immediately to increased voter turnout. Is this, then, a
too widely heralded event that doesn’t earn its place in the story of American democratic development? By the numbers, perhaps it is. But
democratization is not merely about numbers. It is also about values and ideas, and here the changes of this era earn our attention, as they were
cast in a relatively new language of democracy and the rights of common people—common white men, more precisely—to govern themselves. To
be sure, this new language did not challenge the right of these men to govern others who lacked (or even lost) that same right. But it provided
these others with the same terms of entitlement they would later use to make an undeniably greater contribution to the story of American
democracy.

Stuart M. Blumin taught at Cornell University for thirty-four years, and for nine years was director of the Cornell in Washington program. He is
the author of a number of books, including (with Glenn C. Altschuler) Rude Republic: Americans and Their Politics in the Nineteenth
Century(Princeton University Press, 2001).


